
Bb-stands for Board Book-descriptions of all the books 
may be found at scholastic.com/fair 

Paw patrol puppy dance party  $5.99 

Paw patrol let’s visit the dr  $5.99 

PJ masks be a hero  $7.99 

Pete the cat and the new guy/and the missing cupcake  $10.99 

Pete the cat and the treasure map  $3.99 

Pete the cat and the cool cat boogie $17.99 



The little butterfly who could  $5.99 

Dog breath  $8.99 

No fuzzball  $5.99 

Bad dog  $5.99 

World’s cutest pets   $8.99 



Good night Mr.  panda  $5.99 

The dinky donkey  $7.99 

The grinny granny donkey  $7.99 

Can I have a hug?  $6.99 

Disney Mulan (live action)  $5.99 

Raya and the last dragon the guardian of the dragon gem  $5.99  

Peppa pig hide and seek scratch magic $5 $12.99 



Peppa’s magical unicorn  $4.99 

 

I believe I can $5.99 

Fresh princess   $5.99 

Bunny business  $16.14 

Hope the rainbow fairy  $6.99 

The way home for wolf  $5.99 

My very favorite book in the whole wide world  $17.99 



The rice in the pot goes round and round  $5.99 

Dragons eat noodles on Tuesdays    $15.99 

Dragons love tacos 2  $6.99 

There was an old lad who swallowed a cactus  $6.99 

I really want the cake  $17.99 

If you give a mouse a cookie  $6.99 

The duckling gets a cookie  $5.99 



Wash your hands baby shark  $6.99 

Macca the alpaca  $4.99 

The dot  $5.99 

Two tough trucks  $15.29 

Diggersaurs  $5.99 

Elbow grease $5.99 

Pig the stinker  $4.99 



Pig the fibber $4.99 

Pig the slob  $5.99 

Pig the tourist  $5.99 

Don’t call me bear  $12.74 

Snake bites  $7.99 

Eat your rocks croc  $6.99 



Lambslide  $3  

The word collector  $15.29 

We don’t eat our classmates  $6.99 

Ryan’s mystery playdate who will it be?   $6.99 

Ryan’s pizza party  $6.99 

I don’t want to be big   $4.99 

The bad seed  $5.99 



The good egg  $5.99 

The cool bean  $5.99 

The worrysaurus  $5.99 

The return of Thelma the unicorn  $6.99 

Grumpy corn  $6.99 

The three little super pigs once upon a time  $5.99 



The legend of rock paper scissors  $5.99 

Families, families, families $5.99 

Thank you Mr. Panda    $6.99 

BB little Eva loves  $6.99 

Bb I love my tutu too  $7.99 

Bb llama llama hide and seek  $12.99 



Bb bubbles  $8.99 

Bb Where is the fuzzy penguin $8.99 

Bb Yo yes  $7.99 

Bb Little happy dreamer  $8.99 

Bb Be curious $9.99 

Bb You’re OK  $9.99  



Bb thank you Mr. Panda  $6.99 

Can I be your dog  $5.99 

I don’t want to go to sleep   $5.99 

Tiny t rex and the impossible hug  $6.99 

Are you a scientist  $9.99 

Dream big  $9.99 



Ten little chicks   $6.99 

Kindi kids let’s play  $9.99 

Not quite snow white  $5.99 

Finding kindness  $5.99 

Mickey mouse and friends phonics reading program  $12.99 

Disney jr phonics reading program  $12.99 



Disnessy princess phonics reading program   $12.99 

The trolls trolltastic tales $7.99 

PJ Masks the flying factory  $4.99 

Pete the cat super pete  $4.99 

Pete the kitty unicorn’s missing colors  $4.99 



Peter the cat family road trip  $4.99 

Waiting is not easy  $5.99 

Paw patrol water wonder pups save a pinata  $10.99 

Unicorn and yeti sparkly new friends  $4.99 

Unlimited squirrels I want to sleep under the stars  $12.99 



Water wonder Ricky zoom the best day ever  $10.99 

Ricky zoom welcome to wheelford  $5.99 

My first elements  $8.99 

Boom  $8.99 

Lego big book of animals  $14.99 

Little kids first big book of science $10.99 

  



Kittens  $5.99 

The cutest kittens ever  $10.99 

Sea bunnies  $8.99 

Into the jungle  $8.99 

Cutest jungle animals ever  $10.99 

World’s cutest baby animals   $8.99 



Super sharks   $4.99 

What if you could sniff like a shark  $5.99 

Misunderstood shark friends   $15.29 

Truth or lies sharks $2  $4.99 

The brain is kind of a big deal  $15.29 

Slimy animals  $9.99 



My little book of dinosaurs   

Dinosaur bites $8.99 

Suckers $5.99 

Scratch and reveal dinosaurs uncovered   $12.99 

Pokemon adventures a new beginning  $6.99 



Pokemon super deluxe essential handbook $14.99 

Pokemon handbook of the galar region  $9.99 

Pokemon ash’s quest $9.99 

Lego hidden side ghosts from the other side  $9.99 

Lego Jurassic world dinosaur adventures $9.99 



Lego harry potter a magical search and find adventure  $9.99 

Tech deck stunts tips and tricks  $14.99 

Raya and the last dragon scratch fantastic  $12.99 

Raya and the last dragon raya’s team  $5.99 

Descendants 3 stronger together  $4.99 

Onward oh brother  $5.99 



Trolls glitter party scratch and sketch $12.99 

 

 

 

Bb hello baby shark  $8.99 

Bb hide and seek baby shark  $8.99 

Bb a school of fish  $9.99 



Bb it’s nice to be a narwhal $10.99 

Bb little unicorn’s magic mane $9.99 

Bb if you want to be a groovicorn $12.99 

Bb 5 little unicorns  $8.99 

Bb unicorn munch  $9.99 

Bb magic mermaids  $9.99 



Bb never touch a porcupine $9.99 

Bb never touch a tiger $9.99 

Bb never touch a panda  $10.99 

Bb never touch a monster  $8.99 

Bb never touch a dinosaur $8.99 

Bb never feed a troll!  $9.99 



I can count to 10 bb $12.99 

Bb what do dinosaurs do $12.99 

Bb who’s swimming in the ocean  $12.99 

Bb pucker up  $9.99 

  

Tbb ten tiny dragons $12.99 

Bb happy healthy monsters $10.99 



Bb 5 little ducks  $9.99 

Bb H is for happysaurus  $9.99 

Clifford the fire dog challenge   $4.99 

Bb I am a firefighter $10.99 

Clifford the big island race  $4.99 

123 party with vee  $12.99 

Water wonder Disney princess magical places   $10.99 



Frozen 2 we’ll always have each other  $5.99 

Bb sleepy farm  $6.99 

My pink and powerful alphabet  $12.99 

  



Pete the kitty and the case of the hiccups  $4.99 

Pete the cate super Pete  $4.99 

Pete the kitty and the unicorn’s missing colors  $4.99 

Pete the cat trip to the supermarket  $4.99 

Pete the cat’s family road trip  $4.99 

Bunbun and bonbon  $7.99 



A friend for dragon  $4.99 

Bumble and bee don’t worry bee happy  $4.99 

Unicorn and yeti a good team  $4.99 

Mister shivers beneath the bed and other scary stories  $4.99 

Fancy Nancy operation fix marabell  $4.99 

My magical friends unicorn rescue  $6.99 

Pj masks the flying factory  $4.99 



I am Doug the pug  $7.99 

Captain underpants wedgie power guidebook $4  

A big guy took my ball  $9.99 

Waiting is not easy   $5.99 

We are in the book  $5.99 

Happy pig day $2  

Fly guy and fly girl night fright  $6.99 



Attack of the 50 foot fly guy  $6.99 

Fly guy and the alienzz  $6.99 

Dogman  $9.99 

Dog man mothering heights  $12.99 

Dog man for whom the ball rolls   $12.99 

Dog man fetch 22  $12.99 



Dog man grime and punishment  $12.99 

Cat kid comic club  $12.99 

The bad guys the baddest day ever  $12.99 

The bad guys dawn of the underlord   $6.99 

The bad guys the one  $6.99 

Diary of a pug paws for a cause  $4.99 

Diary of a pug pug’s got talent  $5.99 

Hot dog  $5.99 



Press start robo-rabbit boy go  $4.99 

Press start super rabbit all stars  $4.99 

Itty bitty princess kitty the newest princess  $5.99 

Unicorn diaries Bo and the dragon pup  $4.99 

Unicorn diaries Bo’s magical new friends  $4.99 

Owl diaries Eva in the spotlight  $4.99 



Frightville don’t let the doll in $2  

Squidding around fish feud  $7.99 

Cutiecorns heart of gold  $5.99 

Puppy place fluffy and freckles  $6.99 

Lily to the rescue  $5.99 



Baby sitter’s little sister Karen’s witch  $6.99 

Baby sitter’s little sister Karen’s roller skates  $10.99 

Baby sitter’s little sister Karen’s worst day  $10.99 

Jewel kingdom the ruby princess runs away  $6.99 

Princess ponies best friends forever  $5.99 

 

  



Poppy’s big day  $5.99 

Frozen 2 stronger together bb  $8.99 

Paw patrol heroes at work  $12.99 

Water wonder starlight cupcake surprise  $10.99 

 

 

Things that go box of books  $14.99 

Good night little blue truck  $17.99 



Peppa’s storybook collection  $12.99 

Butterbean fairy treats bb  $10.99 

Peppa goes to the zoo bb   $8.99 

Barbie Puppy’s day out $12.99 

Surf’s up-toby shinogi  $4.99 

Llama llama hide and seek-bb  $12.99 



Lego-hospital heist  $16.99 

Flutterfly’s fashion disaster water wonder  $10.99 

How do dinosaurs show good manners   $17.99 

Box 3-my office 

Water wonder where’s Clifford  $10.99 

Fairies are real bb  $7.99 

Construction site mission demolition   $17.99 



Red shoes  $17.99 

Paw patrol ready set drive bb  $9.99 

Mighty moms-bb  $7.99 

Peppa pig create a storybook favorite characters  $9.99 

 

I say a little prayer for you at bedtime bb  $9.99 



Pete the cat magic sunglasses/ bedtime blues duo 10.99  

Shimmer and shine friendship divine bb  $12.99 

Peppa pig-night creatures   $10.99 

Geronimo on ice  $7.99 

Riddle of the ruins  $8.99 

Venice masquerade  $8.99 



Chocolate chase  $7.99 

The race against time 3rd journey  $16.99 

The phantom of the orchestra  $8.99 

The secret of the snow  $14.99 

lost in time-4th   $16.99 

 

Peppa’s magical Christmas bb  $12.99 



Peppa’s pizza party  $4.99 

Peppa phonics $12.99 

Super peppa   $4.99 

Five minute stories   $12.99 

Happy Easter bb  $8.99 

Peppa and pals magnet book  $12.99 

Sweet dream $3  



Merry Christmas, Peppa  $4.99 

 

pj masks race for the ring  $4.99 

Pete the cat and the new guy  $16.19 

Peppa’s first 100 words bb  $9.99 

Diary of a wimpy kid Rodrick rules  $13.49 



Class pets fuzzy freaks out  $5.99 

Diary of a wimpy kid the third wheel  $13.49 

The sun is kind of a big deal  $17.99 

Game on 2020 $1  

Year in sports 2020 $1  

Baseball superstars 2020 $4  

2020 book of world records $1  

 

 



I will dance  $17.99 

Sofia Valdez future prez   $18.99  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


